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This studio and seminar explored various
strategies of architectural translation, interpretation, and transmutation to determine if
such strategies may be meaningful and productive for architecture.
Historically, architects have translated form
and ideas from diverse fields to explore ways
of thinking about and making architecture.
To borrow from Umberto Eco, this may be
understood as inter-linguistic (from architecture to architecture) or as inter-semiotic
(from another field to architecture). Examples of the former include the Boston Public
Library as a translation of Sainte Geneviève
in Paris or projects by OMA that at least reference those of Le Corbusier. One might also
consider work such as the Castellvechio in
Verona by Carlo Scarpa or the Pompèia Factory Leisure Center in Sao Paulo by Lina Bo
Bardi, where the architects have translated
an existing artifact into an entirely new project. Inter-semiotic architectural translation
may be demonstrated by the following translations: from literature, such as the Danteum
in Rome by Terragni and Lingeri; from literary
theory, suc as Eisenman’s early house studies; from painting such as Hejduk’s diamond
house studies; from music, as in the Stretto
House in Dallas by Steven Holl; and from
natural forms, seen in the work of Calatrava,
Dieste, Gaudi, and Horta. More recently architects have drawn formal inspiration from
such diverse fields as biology, botany, philosophy, various fabrication and representational techniques, and even pasta.
What is being gained, or lost, by making
such translations? Are some strategies more
effective than others? In other words, is the
book always better than the movie? Why?

postcards from an invisible city

The first project of the quarter began with
a look around the place in which we live.
Students were asked to make visible, the invisible. The assignment was to read Invisible
Cities, by Italo Calvino. Next, cities were
randomly chosen. Students were then asked
to “find” the city described by Calvino, in
San Luis Obispo. Once found, students produced a postcard from the city. Postcards
were then mailed.

“cite” model

Next, students translated the city found
in their postcard into a three-dimensional
“cite” model (16”x16”x16”). The models
were then displayed in the Berg Gallery
at Cal Poly, organized within the grid of a
chessboard. The chessboard was one of the
organizing devices used by Calvino and we
used it to coordinate the work of the studio.

open(ing) translation, a delay

Marcel Duchamp’s notion of delay was introduced to the game. Students chose a favorite
piece of work by Duchamp and then made
an architectural translation of the chosen
piece. The only requirement was that the
translation be an architectural opening and
that it be sited in another student’s city.
exquisite corpse

For the final project, students randomly
chose another student’s opening and then
developed that opening into a final project.
Due to the short time (a 10 week quarter),
students were limited to a 16”x 16” drawing. These were assembled into a checkerboard grid, leaving an opening between
each drawing. The second iteration filled in
the empty spaces in-between and responded to the new site conditions (the drawings
on each side). The final drawing (shown at
left) measured over twenty feet wide and is
a composite of multiple iterations of a program developed from another’s opening,
sited in another’s city.

Open Market Closed

Metropolis Conceived (II)

Psychoanalysis of the Divided Beholder

After the Chase

This is a market place for ideas located both in
the city of Tamara and our own Poly Canyon. This
program was influenced by Laudan’s “Motion
Sequence Image.” She studied “Nude Descending a Stair” and so the marketplace is designed
to descend the slope. Her multiple doors open at
different intervals influenced the focus on how a
market place opens and reveals itself. The plan
was developed from the angles in her drawing,
and the stall doors were influenced by the plan.
The Stall door is made up of two parts. The top
of the door swings upward to create shade for the
stall, and the bottom retreats downward to form
the entry and a counter.

The psychiatric-filter/generator lens from Penthesilea can be reprogrammed for appropriate use in
the city of Andrea (the city directly below). The
lens, shown in section, allows the viewer to understand the city plan as the layout of the stars.
This understanding is provided through a forced
illusion derived from one’s own understanding
of celestial bodies. It reinforces the “both-and”
character of the “Psycho-Analysis of the Divided
Beholder” (the city located directly to the right)
from the city of Zemrude.

Adam Monkaba is the person in the image. The
city of Zemrude sets the stage for the Divided Beholder, who visits a psychiatrist. The psychiatrist
pscyhoanalyses the Beholder, who must either
choose to see things in a postive light, or negative light. This choice is the hinge on which you
choose to see either an elevation and a plan, or
a lens with a MRI scan of a brain and the reflection of the Divided Beholder. Both represent the
temple where Adam Monkalba prays.

After the chase through the maze deep in the
foundations of the church, the bachelors rest and
sleep, and are tormented by their imagined bride.
While they sleep she continues to build the cities walls so that her bachelors are trapped within
their own imagined world.

Valentin
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Kaleidoscopic Observatory

Open Market Revealed

Caiti

The steam of Time in rapid current
Sweeps off-away-all people’s deeds
And sinks in abyss of forgetting
The nations, kingdoms and kings
And even if some few remains
Through sounds of the lyre and horn
That will be swallowed by eternity
And wont avoid the common fate
G.R. Derzhavin june 6th 1816

The building is sited in the city of Andrea of
Calvino’s Invisible Cities. It is the city that is built
following the paths of stars and planets. So the
telescopes from this observatory collect all the
images of the sky and project them into a map
of a city of San Luis Obispo. In the lower hemisphere of the building the projection is seen in
3D, and the Mission area is recognizable. An orrey of the solar system projects the paths of the
planets beneath the city to help astronomers predict futur changes in the sky, so they can make
sure the construction of the city corresponds.

This is a more intimate reveal of Open Market
Closed. This three dimensional perspective shows
a closer more detailed view of the market. There
are three visible stalls that are seen in various
stages of opening. As a market place of ideas,
the shops can be seen selling Russell’s ideas from
his drawing “Performance Space for the Play of
Eros.” Also the market vanishes into Olesya’s Kaleidoscopic Observatory.
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Waiting at the Alter

Obsession is a Dark Room

Performance Space for the Play of Eros

Everywhere in the dark rooom you see pictures of
Morro Rock. It is being developed. It is piled up.
It is framed. Everything else is not important anymore. The nude model has turned into a skeleton
waiting for the photographer. Always searching
for the perfect shot of the rock, the dark room
is discouraged yet determined. The discovery has
become a habit, a ritual that cannot be broken.
Only the perfect shot will break the spell.

The performers/audience enter through a long
procession of vanities, surrounded by their own
glorious image. As they ascend into the theater
they are excited for the show but do not realize
they are they show themselves. There is no stage,
only an amphitheater filled with magnifying glasses and viewing portals. The characters, seven men
and three women, come from the ancient Italian
Commedia dell’arte in which performers don
masks and improvise a comedic drama.

They tell this tale of Zobeide’s foundation: bachelors of various nations had an identical dream.
They saw a bride running at night through an unknown church; she was seen from behind, with
long hair, and she was naked. They dreamed of
pursuing her. The bachelors decided to build
a church like the one in the dream, with paths
wound about them as in a skein. Each followed
the course of his pursuit; at the spot where they
had lost the bride’s trail, they arranged spaces and
walls differently from the dream, so she would be
unable to escape again.

The steam of Time in rapid current
Sweeps off-away-all people’s deeds
And sinks in abyss of forgetting
The nations, kingdoms and kings
And even if some few remains
Through sounds of the lyre and horn
That will be swallowed by eternity
And wont avoid the common fate
G.R. Derzhavin june 6th 1816
Explained

Adam
Anatomic

Shadow

This is the projection of the map of the city of San
Luis Obispo seen in the main room of the Koleidoscopic Observatory. The many telescopes project
different perspectives of the city, so that you can
see it all at once. The buildings follow the orbits
of planets and other celestial bodies. The kennels
in the lower left hand corner are also a shadow
theatre that has been moved to a former lazaretto
(a reference to Calvino’s city of Andrea). The perspectives of the city are organized in a pattern
of an Anatomic Theatre, but instead of watching
the disection in the center, the audience itself (or
more exactly its shadows) is the one that is being
‘disected’
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A solitary’s window, section

Plunge With a View

Four Play for One

The Oxygen Cellar
(Iteration 2)

The rhythmic ordering of the screenwriter’s home,
24 frames, allows for only a second long glimpse
for the passengers riding the train. The stretching, bending, extrusions of his refuge mimic the
train’s constant motion. In front of his window
he waits… Nightfall comes and he can begin his
work.
A blind man with a cheetah on a leash, a courtesan with an ostrich-plume fan, an ephebe…

Greg

The opening “Dyke Lift” is translated into a bathhouse at the end of a pier. Located in Isaura, the
city of a thousand wells, and on the Avila pier,
“Plunge with a View” uses the natural abundance
of water and oil to fuel the caldarium and frigidarium of the bathhouse.

The PAC corps continues in the drawing but dives
deeper into the mechanics of how the invisible
cities work as a stage set. The atlases of the Great
Kahn become the key to the machine. An Atlas
when pulled from the shelf will set off a counter weight and send it into a free fall, which activates a series of cranks and pulleys. The cranks
and pulleys depending on which atlas was chosen
will reveal from the floor as a stage set for that
particular city.

Theatre

Over time the oxygen cellar continued to grow.
Deep down in the heart of the cellar the cold
iron machine continued to suck the air from cities around the world. Each stolen breathe of air
would enter the machine, only to be injected into
50CC containers, which would then be stored in
the vast underground cellar, suspended in time,
according to its level of pollutants.
Over time the oxygen seller became even greedier, always expanding his theft, until the machine
began to resemble a labyrinth of ducts, louvers
and cooling plants.
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I INI VISIBLE LOUNGE
This is a Chess lounge located in the city of Thekla
and Downtown SLO. The idea behind the program
is based on “I can’t see your every move” by David. He based his work on Duchamp’s “ The Chess
Game”. David’s idea was to extrude the chess
board squares and create a city which is always
being built upon. The idea of the chess game and
the continuous construction of the city is adapted
along with the interpretation of the cities description from Calvino’s book. The play of visibility is
incorporated into the lounge through the chess
match between Duchamp and his alter ego Rose
Selavy. They both view the city differently which
can be seen depicted through their perspective
out the lounge’s window.
Oscar
Plunge With a View

The bathhouse at the end of the pier allows for
bathing surrounded by the vast expanse of the
ocean. It is part of a series of bathhouses at the
end of each pier in Avila, providing people the
luxury of a saltwater bath with a view of the sun
setting over the horizon.

Bonfire of the Vanities

A Refuge of Solid Openings

I INI VISIBLE LOUNGE

If Performance Space for the Play of Eros exists
two thousand years in the past, Bonfire of the
Vanities exists two thousand years in the future.
In a world overwhelmed by vanity and superficial
interactions, the people are forced underground
to sit around a campfire and play guitar. There
are no masks here.

From the time of her engagement to her death the
bride is the victim of a constant pursuit. As the
bride enters the wedding chapel she is chased into
the lower chasms of the burial tombs. The bachelors pursue her intently but as they twist and turn
they lose her. Despite being constantly alluded,
they are driven to continue their chase deep into
the tombs. The tombs are her only chance of escape, her refuge. Only there is she provided with
unlimited avenues of escape. Her pursuit continues throughout her life and will only come to an
end when she ceases to exist and fades into openings of tombs.

This is a Chess lounge located in the city of Thekla
and Downtown SLO. This is the second iteration
which takes a new approach at communicating
the lounge. The lounge itself is being constructed
with steel elements and cranes. The crane being
common construction equipment also serves to
demolish a building. The idea that the crane can
accomplish both tasks is being used to play off the
two sides Duchamp and Selavey. The opening is a
window in the lounge looking out at the city being built up with the use of various cranes, which
are seen through various filtered views. The plan
of the lounge is incorporated as the chessboard
coaster that would be used in the lounge.
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Thekla:
The Kahn’s Laboratory of Astronomy
A city constantly under construction, reaching for
the stars. If you ask, “Why is Thekla’s construction
taking such a long time?” the inhabitants continue
hoisting sacks, lowering leaded strings, moving
long brushes up and down, as the answer, “So
that its destruction cannot begin.” And if asked
whether they fear that, once the scaffoldings are
removed, the city may begin to crumble and fall
to pieces, they add hastily, in a whisper, “Not only
the city.” -Calvino. Thekla, a transformed space
shuttle launch pad mounted with the column of
Marcus Arelius, has been translated from the project projection opening.

The Oxygen Cellar

A Solitary’s Window

“Zora…the city which cannot be expunged from
the mind is like an armature, a honeycomb in
whose cells each of us place the things he wants
to remember” –upon hearing of this city the
stranger drifted into town. He quickly opened a
small shop selling 50cc containers, of what the
customers believed was pure oxygen. The stranger
had secretly built a massive underground HVAC
system comprised of high efficiency return air
ducts that would steal air from each known city in
the world. The stolen air would be bottled, aged
in a vast underground cellar and stored according
to pollutant levels.

Citied within the city of Chloe, a Trading City,
there lives a recluse screenwriter. The people who
move through the streets are all strangers. At each
encounter, they imagine a thousand things about
one another; meetings, which could take place
between them, conversations, surprises, caresses,
bites. The screenwriter’s home, located along a
busy train route, is shrouded behind the guise of
a billboard. With each passing train the solitary’s
window captures travelers for a split second, leaving him with only an afterimage from which to
draw inspiration.
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Transit Overload
(Iteration 1)

Waiting Game Dormitory
(Iteration 2)
The Bride and the Groom to be are to be wed in
170 days. During their wait they must enter their
respective building where they must spend a day
and a night with 160 different possible mates.
During their time in the towers they are learning about the person they will marry through the
new people that they meet along the all the while
getting closer to each other until the last 10 days
where they finally meet up at the honeymoon
suite and get to be together until they finally get
married after the long wait with many temptations along the way. The buildings are a test of
their desire to be together, if they both decide to
make it to the top and get married, they can be
pretty sure they are meant to be together.
Brian

Metropolis Conceived

Thekla
Argo Navis

I translated “Artificial Cobwebs” into a transit
center. “Artificial Cobwebs” was an opening
based on Ersilia, a city in which strings are drawn
from different corners of the city to make relationships. For my first architectural “re-presentation,” I created a transit center in ruins. More
specifically, I created an airport in ruins in which
several of the terminals were damaged; through
these broken terminals I wished to communicate
the idea of Ersilia’s abandoned cities in which too
many strings had been strung across the city and
connections were no longer intelligible.
Laudan
A Series of “Why Not?”s

Are you looking down at a computer chip, magnified? Or is it a city with skyscrapers? Set atop
the skysraper is another iteration of the Divided
Beholder’s temple. But truthfully, this part of the
project was just a series of “Why Not?”s. The
oxygen cellar continues its aparatus of gathering
oxygen in the city below.

To Sit and Look Into/Beyond the Glass for at Least
59 Minutes
This drawing is based from my classmate Andrea’s
opening in which she translated a work from Marcel Duchamp. This drawing is meant to create
movement and visual delay. The site is the City of
SLO. The focus is in the Historical Museum downtown next to the Mission. The Boy is sitting down
inside the museum and looks at my project with
a telescope since the entire city is inside a computer chip. The goal is for the city to look at it self
for at least 59 minutes.

Penthesilea: like a lake lost in its swampy shores,
this city is composed of only its outskirts. A psychiatric-filter/generator lens is now available for
anyone who wishes to experience a metropolitan
Penthesilea. This lens applies your preconceptions
of what a city should be (buildings, traffic, people)
to the elements you encounter in Penthesilea. The
Neuro-optometrist calibrates the lens while providing you with a parascopic view of Penthesilea
(through the lighthouse) and analyzing what you
believe to see. He surgically implants the device
into your brain permanently. The device comes
equipped with a backside lens for others to peer
through and see the city as you do.

Midnight, the ship Argo Navis reveals itself to be
a device to create blueprints from the stars. The
Dobsonian column of Marcus Arelius projects images as the giant city/tank romes a circular path.
The city is a testament to and people’s creative nature and powerful need to constantly build anew.
At the same time the city has leased its telescope
to Zora to use as an air intake. This creates a the
problem for Thekla as it has to continuously clean
the optics in the observatory. The polluted air
corrodes thekla so quickly that it is always under
construction.
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A Refuge of Solid Openings

Bored in a Dark Room

The city was constructed over the burial tombs
and in laying out the streets each followed the
pursuit of the bride. The spaces are arranged so
that she will not escape again, but still she eludes
them. The numerous paths provide her with unlimited avenues for escape. The chase continues
underground while everything remains unaffected above the surface. Only through the viewing
apparatus can you truly comprehend the vastness
of the pursuit below. As the bride runs the pursuers follow, deeper and deeper until she is lost in
darkness of the tombs forever.

Morro Rock stands mighty in a shimmering body
of water but entering Morro rock through its
shutter gates and doors made of lens it is dark.
The dark cave-like space captures its obverse. It
was once in love with capturing the exterior but
after obsession took over it is now tired. The space
wishes to exist in a different shell but it cannot
leave because the opening is only a crack.
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